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EVERYTHING  
YOU NEED TO GET  
THE JOB DONE
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Quality and reliability are built into every Terex crane. From rugged  
rough terrain cranes and versatile truck cranes to high rising tower cranes,  
we have the machines you need to succeed. Add to that our commitment  
to speed and responsiveness, coupled with our global network, and it’s easy  
to see why Terex has the expertise to keep you up and running. 

Your return on investment begins the very first day your Terex crane  
is in service. You’ll be able to handle more jobs, and get more done  
at every jobsite. You’ll find that a partnership with Terex is something  
you can trust – and bank on.
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RELIABLE LIFTING. 
NO MORE. 
NO LESS.
In this day of high overhead, low margins and 
endless competition, you couldn’t ask for a 
harder-working, more reliable, efficient machine 
on your jobsites than a Terex crane. From our 
rugged rough terrain and truck cranes to our 
go-anywhere tower cranes, boom trucks  
and pick & carry models, a Terex crane is built  
to be your tough and ready workhorse.  
Terex cranes show up day after day almost 
anywhere to get the job done. And to provide 
your uptime, Terex cranes have some of the 
fastest, finest expert support in the business. 
With Terex cranes, it’s all about delivering 
success for high frequency lifts.
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ROUGH  
TERRAIN  
CRANES

PICK & CARRY 
CRANES

Go off the road with confidence with  
Terex rough terrain cranes. With excellent  
ground clearance and up to four steering modes, 
positioning these cranes in even the most rugged 
terrain is not a problem. Add to their flexibility,  
their durable construction and low cost of ownership, 
and you can see why Terex rough terrain cranes are 
an easy choice for day-in-and-day-out lifting.

Terex Pick & Carry cranes live up to  
their name with the strength and easy 
operation to pick up heavy loads and 
the steering flexibility to move in tight 
spaces. Their high road speeds get 
them to the jobsite quickly, and  
because the articulated frame needs  
no outriggers, you can get set up  
and working almost immediately.
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For lighter lifting, nothing beats the flexibility and reliability of Terex  
boom truck cranes. Able to travel at highway speeds, Terex boom truck cranes 
let you get to the jobsite, get set up, and get to work fast.  
No wonder you’ll often see them working multiple projects on multiple sites 
the very same day. They’re the “go to” crane for your bread-and-butter jobs.

TOWER  
CRANES

BOOM 
TRUCK 
CRANES

Available in self-erecting, hammerhead, 
flat top and luffing jib varieties,  
each with a wide range of sizes and 
capacities, Terex tower cranes can be 
seen hard at work on some of the most 
formidable jobsites around the world. 
Strong, yet quick to set up, their rugged 
construction and advanced technology 
provide reliable performance for many 
productive years to come.
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Combining highway mobility with  
heavy-lifting power, Terex truck cranes 
feature quick positioning and rigging  
so you can get right to work without 
losing a second. Easy to operate.  
Easy to maintain. Terex truck cranes 
provide a cost effective way to do  
more work and reach new heights  
with your business. The ergonomic  
cab offers a comfortable working 
environment that keeps the operator 
alert and productive from one job  
to the next.

Reliable, cost-effective and easy to  
operate, Terex crawler cranes are the  
ideal choice for your heavier lifts.  
Offering a wide variety of lifting  
capacities from 72 t (80 USt) to  
258 t (285 USt), Terex crawler cranes  
are easy to transport and quickly rigged. 

CRAWLER 
CRANES

TELESCOPIC  
TRUCK CRANES
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Terex is part of the Terex Cranes group. With this you get a team of people  
who are invested in your success. We’ve assembled a comprehensive array  
of world-class support services with your business in mind.  
From our 24/7 customer service to keep you up and running day and night;  
to original Terex parts, critical to maintaining peak performance;  
to maintanance and repair services for a new life  
for your crane; and even training for your staff.

INVEST IN A  
TEREX CRANE AND 
GET MORE THAN  
A MACHINE  

FINANCIAL SERVICES  
DESIGNED WITH  
YOU IN MIND
Your daily business is lifting. Ours is  
to support you with the financial  
flexibility and security that the ever-
dynamic crane business requires. 
Terex Financial Services™ is a part of  
the Terex family, we understand your 
industry and Terex equipment better  
than anyone else. Whether you need  
to finance your next purchase or lease  
it, we will make it easy to get your 
equipment working for you.

WORLDWIDE 
STANDARDS 
COMPLIANCE
Whether positioning a walkway in France  
or hoisting a flare stack in Saudi Arabia, 
rest assured that with Terex Cranes you  
are not only using the right crane but one 
that complies with  global standards and 
regulations. With our commitment to 
designing, manufacturing and selling safe 
products, we offer cranes that meet 
international standards, so our equipment 
can be used worldwide. 

Safe Work Solutions

From protective railings to award-winning 
fall protection systems, we offer safe, 
technical solutions to aid in the operation, 
maintenance and servicing of your 
equipment. To help you get the most  
from Terex crane equipment, we offer 
training for all operators. Safe use, 
operation and maintenance information is 
detailed in our manuals and on product 
decals affixed to the machines. 

TECH
SUPPORT

PARTSMAINTENANCE /
REPAIRS

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES

TRAINING QUALITY &  
SAFETY

YOU
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IT’S HOW 
TEREX CRANES 
DELIVER SUCCESS

You work hard to meet your customers’ 
expectations, and we work hard to meet 
yours. We’re committed to your business 
success and know that when your cranes 
work, jobs get done and you make 
money. You can call us anytime day  
or night, 24/7. And we can even come  
to you, to get your crane back to work. 

When you need replacement parts for 
your Terex or legacy brand cranes, go 
with Terex Cranes original parts.  
They’re manufactured to ensure that your 
equipment operates at peak performance. 
And our people are just a phone call 
away, ready to get the right parts in your 
hands as fast as possible to maintain 
uptime and support your business. 

We understand that your equipment  
is critical to your business, so leave  
your crane at one of our Terex Cranes 
repair workshops and our factory-trained 
professionals will work to preserve  
and protect your investment.  
From accident repairs to preventive 
maintenance and overhauling, Terex 
Cranes repair workshops use only 
original Terex Cranes spare parts  
and work to improve your equipment 
investment, during all stages of its life 
cycle – throughout the life of your crane.

Let our crane experts show you how  
to get the most from your equipment.  
Our training programs support your 
business success by helping your  
team work more productively. We offer  
a variety of courses and can teach them 
how to spot potential problems and make 
repairs, reducing downtime. We’re your 
one-stop shop for customized programs. 

TECH SUPPORT
MAINTENANCE /
REPAIRS TRAINING

Find your local contact at
WWW.TEREX.COM/CRANES
Navigate to Support / Service
http://www.terex.com/cranes/en/salesandsupport/service/index.htm WWW.TEREXPARTS.COM WWW.TEREXTRAINING.COM

PARTS



Terex Cranes Germany GmbH
Dinglerstraße 24
66482 Zweibrücken
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0) 6332 830
E-mail info.cranes@terex.com

Follow us on

www.terex.com/cranes
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